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SHULE ANNOUNCEMENTS

Dear member and friend,
First of all, I would like to thank all of you who donated
generously at our Kol-Nidre Appeal. Kol-Hakavod.
We extend a Mazal-Tov to our Chatan Torah, David
Rebibou and our Chatan Bereishit, Rabbi Gurevitch at
our amazing and joyous Simchat Torah.
This past month was a very busy month with a
beautiful Sukkah party for the kids in our newly
renovated Sukkah area and a very successful Simchat
Torah. Everyone had a great time.
Kol-Hakavod also to all the ladies who have joined the
Big Challah Baking, big thank you to Dina Gurevitch.
Kol-Hakavod to all of you who joined us for our Friday
Night Live, plenty of good food a lot of fun and MazalTov again to Tal Mougrabi and his Family
We are now looking forward to celebrating ‘Chanukah
in the Park ‘on Thursday the 14th of December at 5pm.
Thank you all for your support.

The articles printed in this magazine are not
necessarily the views or policies of the GCHC
Copyright © 2017

The Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation Newsletter

David Rebibou
President GCHC
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SYNAGOGUE NOTICES

THE GUIDE FOR JEWISH
EDUCATION FOR ALL AGES

OFFICE HOURS
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday:
8:30am – 1:00pm

Monday - weekly at 7:30pm - Assorted Topics
and Kabbalah @ the Shule’s Katranski Hall

SHOP HOURS
Monday, Wednesday , and Friday: 9:30am –
1:00pm

Thursday Talmud class - 7:00pm at the Rabbi’s
home.

SERVICE PRAYER TIMES

Shabbat afternoon Topical insights: @ 6:00pm

WEEKDAYS
Shacharit: Monday & Thursday - 6:30am
Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday - 6:55am

Personalised learning with the Rabbi - tel.
Rabbi Gurevitch 0419 392 818

SHABBAT
Kabbalat Shabbat: Friday at 5:45pm
Shacharit: 9:00am. Shiur-class at 8:40am
Mincha and Ma’ariv: 5:45pm

Women Learning Classes with Rebbetzin
Dina Gurevitch- Please tel. 0405 100 149
Women Rosh Chodesh Group - takes place every
Jewish new month where women of all
backgrounds and affiliation come together to
learn, schmooze and enjoy a scrumptious supper
and interesting speaker. To join us please contact
our office on 5570 1851 or Rebbetzin Dina
Gurevitch on 0405 100 149

SUNDAY AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
Shacharit: 8:00am
Mincha and Ma’ariv: 5:45pm

THE GOLD COAST HEBREW CONGREGATION
After School Cheder - Every Sunday during
school term from 9:30am - 11:30am. For ages
5-13

ADDRESS
34 Hamilton Ave, Surfers Paradise
P.O. Box 133. Surfers Paradise, Qld 4217

At Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation. 35 Markwell
Ave entrance, Surfers Paradise

OFFICE
Administrator - Belinda Werb
Phone: 5570 1851 Fax 5538 6712
Email: gchc@westnet.com.au

During your school hours - We come to you
Surfers Paradise State School - Every Wednesday
@ 11:50am

RABBI NIR GUREVITCH
Mobile: 0419 392 818
Email: ngurvtch@ozemail.com.au

Benowa State School - Every Friday @ 10:00am

PRESIDENT
David Rebibou
Email: davidrebibou@icloud.com
Phone: 0449 988 398

Bellevue Park State School - Every Thursday @
1:55pm

WEBSITE: www.goldcoasthc.org.au
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Alternate Route

If you're not certain of how to get to a certain location,
do you use an "old-fashioned" paper map (ala AAA)? Or
perhaps you first look up the directions on-line using
Google Maps or Mapquest. What about once you're in
the car? Do you prefer Waze over Google Maps?
When using most GPS systems, there will often be a
suggested alternate routes based on real-time traffic. Do
you take the alternate route or to you stick with the
plan?
How about when you're going somewhere - near or far that you've been to a million times at least. Surely
you've found short-cuts; a right turn here, then a sharp
left down a street that doesn't have a traffic light, under
the overpass, just past the fork in the road and there you
are.
However, there seem to be times when the obsession
with finding the alternate route becomes so
overpowering that we end up even further from our
destination.
The Baal Shem Tov, founder of the Chasidic movement,
encouraged people to learn from everything they see or
hear. It's possible, then, to find meaning in short cuts
and the long, well-traveled path.

It seems that, sometimes we Jews have a problem with
which "path" to follow. We get involved in "alternate"
routes to fulfillment, spirituality, relationships, etc. The
infrequently traveled regular route is a path of
involvement in Judaism, Torah learning, mitzva
observance. When we return to our true roots (routes?) it
might seem a little alien at first. But in the end, we see
how it is, in fact, the correct and primary path.
While on the subject of paths, let's make a U-turn and
discuss the saying of Rabbi Yehuda in the Misnha (Pirkei
Avot 2:1): Which is the straight path that a man should
choose for himself? That which brings distinction to
himself and brings him distinction from man.
It seems strange that we should be told that the "straight
path" is the one bringing us distinction. That may be good
in politics, but for the rest of us? In fact it could be said
that Rabbi Yehudah is providing us with his personal
formula for balancing one's own need for spiritual growth
with a concern with our fellow man. Either extreme - to
be too involved in our own needs or to be so caught up in
our neighbor's condition that we forget our own
improvement - are equally far from the straight path, the
perfect mix.
Short-cuts on trips are fine. But for the more important
journey of life, make sure to be following the correct
path.

With blessings, Rabbi Nir Gurevitch
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ISRAEL THE DANGER OF IRAN ON A COLLISION
COURSE WITH ISRAEL OVER SYRIA
BY BEN LYNFIELD

Iran’s military chief, Maj.-Gen. Mohammad Hossein
Bagheri, met in Damascus with his Syrian
counterpart, Lt.-Gen. Ali Ayoub, and warned Israel
against violating Syrian airspace.
by the Iranian military’s chief of staff, Maj.-Gen.
Mohammad Bagheri, that it is “not acceptable for
the Zionist regime to violate Syria any time it
wants” indicates that Israel and Iran may be
heading toward a collision over Tehran’s expanding
influence in Syria.
The immediate background to the statement, made
during a visit to Damascus to strengthen IranianSyrian military cooperation, was the Israeli air strike
in Syria on Monday that destroyed a Syrian antiaircraft battery in response to its firing of a missile
at an Israeli plane on a reconnaissance mission in
Lebanon.
However, according to a leading Iran scholar, Meir
Litvak of Tel Aviv University, Bagheri actually is
threatening that Iran will no longer tolerate the air
strikes in Syria that Israel has mounted to destroy
advanced weapons systems on their way to
Hezbollah in Lebanon.
“They want to build this land bridge to Lebanon so
they can transfer accurate, long-range missiles to
Hezbollah, which will be a game changer,” Litvak
said. “Now, he’s threatening that they will no longer
be silent about Israeli attempts to prevent this
reinforcement of Hezbollah.”
Raz Zimmt, an analyst at the Institute for National
Security Studies in Tel Aviv, said the statement itself
may not be significant, but the very fact of Bagheri’s
visit to Damascus is.
“I don’t think it means they will respond [to Israeli
air strikes]. If you look at the wording, he didn’t say
that Iran wouldn’t accept it, he just said it is
inconceivable.

It could just be voicing identification with Syria or, in
a more extreme scenario, that he intends to discuss
with the Syrians the transfer of air defenses to Syria.”
But Zimmt added: “The escalation could stem from
the very fact of increasing the security cooperation
that is the goal of the visit.”
Litvak said he does not know if the perceived threat
will be translated into action, but that it is a real
possibility and could take the form of Shi’ite
militiamen firing rockets into the Israeli-held part of
the Golan Heights. Statement by Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu following US President Trump's
speech on Iran, October 14, 2017. (YouTube/
IsraeliPM)
The direction of Iranian policy in Syria might lead to
an armed confrontation with Israel, he said.
“Iran recruited thousands of Shi’a fighters who
fought for the Assad regime. Now that the war is
won, there’s a danger they will turn them against
Israel,” he said.
“Iran is grooming its proxies to play a role in Syria
and some say openly that they want to confront
Israel,” Litvak added. “If this is their aim, then clearly
there is a risk of confrontation. That Iran is trying to
build a wider Hezbollah front against Israel from both
Lebanon and Syria increases the risk of
confrontation.”
Litvak noted that, after pouring out billions of dollars
and incurring casualties to save the Assad regime,
Tehran is now trying to consolidate economic control
through concessions and contracts.
“For Iran, Syria is a special prize, a pet project. It is
crucial and they have no intention of allowing
anyone to harm their pet project and challenge their
position in Syria,” he said.
According to Zimmt, the talks in Damascus, where
Bagheri was also due to meet with President Bashar
Assad, were intended to cover a variety of topics
likely including continued Iranian supply of
weaponry;
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THE DANGER OF IRAN ON A COLLISION
COURSE WITH ISRAEL OVER SYRIA

ISRAEL UN Is No Longer Home Court of the
Palestinians, Israeli Envoy Says
by Algemeiner Staff

what comes next after the defeat of Islamic State
and how to safeguard Iran and Hezbollah’s interests
in that context; and how to restore coordination
between Iranian forces and pro-Iranian militias and
the Syrian regime.
Bagheri said he had come to Damascus “to assert
and coordinate, and to confront our common
enemies the Zionists and the terrorists. We drew up
the broad lines for this cooperation.”
The key question, Zimmt says, is to what extent
Moscow will check the growing Iranian influence.
“Russia is the dominant actor in Syria and it can
decide how much freedom of action it will allow the
Iranians. But my estimation is that even if there will
be limitations, they won’t be substantial and will
relate only to the presence of Iran and Hezbollah in
the area close to the border with Israel.”
Regarding reports in the London-based Asharq alAwsat newspaper that the Russians had agreed to
keep the Iranian militias 10 to 15 kilometers away
from the border on the Golan, Zimmt said: “If this
report is right, it means that they can act from 30
kilometers from the border and, of course, this is a
very problematic scenario for Israel. I can’t say if
this will force Israel to act in an offensive way, but
it’s very clear that the Iranian and Hezbollah
presence creates greater friction.”
Moshe Maoz, professor emeritus of Middle East
Studies at the Hebrew University, said he is more
worried about the Russians than the Iranians.
“They are the ones who control the airspace. Until
now, there have been tactical understandings with
them, but when Israel goes deeper I’m not sure
what Russia will do. Putin prefers Iran to Israel. The
question is, what are Russia’s redlines?”

Israeli Ambassador to the UN Danny Danon. Photo: Twitter.

Israel’s situation at the United Nations is slowly
improving, the Jewish state’s envoy to the global
intergovernmental body said in an interview published by
the Hebrew newspaper Makor Rishon on Friday.
“The Palestinians are no longer riding the wave,”
Ambassador Danny Danon stated. “Once, this was their
home court and they passed whatever they wanted.
Today, the atmosphere is different.”
According to Danon, the promotion by the Palestinians of
anti-Israel initiatives at institutions such as the Human
Rights Council and UNESCO are rooted in their inability to
get support for similar efforts at the Security Council and
General Assembly.
Danon has developed a close relationship with US
Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley since she took office
earlier this year. The recent announcement by the Trump
administration that the US would withdraw from
UNESCO over its anti-Israel bias “proves the seriousness”
of their commitment to reforming the UN, Danon noted.
“They are doing, not just talking,” he said.
Danon warned that the UNHRC’s plan to publish a
“blacklist” of companies that do business with Israeli
settlements would give legitimacy to the BDS movement.
“It is very dangerous, grave and precedent-setting, and it
must not be allowed to pass,” Danon said. “A black list of
Jewish businesses in the Land of Israel — in my eyes, this
is UN-sponsored antisemitism. Therefore, it’s a red line.”
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Chanukah Fun Night
Join us for another fun and exciting event!!

Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation invites you…...

Join us for a great night of fun, prizes
and delicious supper!
Organize a table of 8 people or let us
know if you would like to join a table.
DATE: Sunday, 17th December 2017
TIME: 7:00pm
PLACE: Katranski Hall, Markwell Ave
Surfers Paradise.
COST: $15.00

Bring
along
your
friends!!!

Bookings by 8th December through the office:
5570 1851 or email: gchc@westnet.com.au
- Everyone Welcome -
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One panel is still available
Dear Friend,
We are excited to announce the release of our newly designed traditional stained glass panels which is permanently
decorating our Shule wall, next to the ladies main entrance of our Synagogue. The large and very brightly colored panel
is translucent, flooding the sanctuary with light, color and meaning. There are four sections available for dedication. We
invite you to view it when you are visiting our Shule or shop.
The cost for the glass art panel dedication is $6000.00 We trust you will take advantage of this rare opportunity
before it becomes fully dedicated. For further details please contact our office on 5570 1851

Our new variety of our Monday weekly Series
7:30pm at the Katranski Hall.
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Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation

Sunday School Cheder
Give your child the gift of a fun Jewish education that
Will remain with them forever!

Our Hebrew Sunday School

runs

every Sunday, except school holidays
from 9:30-11:30am. Join other children
attending our Cheder classes for an
educational and stimulating time. We
are located at 35 Markwell Ave, with
ample parking under our Katranski
Communal Hall.

Younger group ages 5-8
run by Dina Gurevitch
Older group age 9-13 run
by Rabbi Gurevitch

For more information and registration
contact our office on 5570 1851
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The Gold Coast Chevra Kadisha in conjunction with

Portraits of two beloved icons – Sholom Aleichem and Theodore Bikel – are woven together in this
enchanting new documentary. The two men have much in common: wit, wisdom and talent, all shot
through with deep humanity and Yiddishkeit.
This new film Theodore Bikel: In the Shoes of Sholom Aleichem combines Bikel's charismatic storytelling
and masterful performances with a broader exploration of Aleichem's remarkable life and work. Theodore
Bikel, the unstoppable performer whose career spanned more than 150 screen roles (including an Oscarnominated turn in The Defiant Ones) and countless stage and musical productions, was also the foremost
interpreter of Sholom Aleichem's work. Bikel, who passed away in 2015, played Tevye the Milkman on stage
more than 2,000 times. Bikel animated Aleichem's work through his creation of two celebrated musical plays
about the great Russian author.

The once-only opportunity to see this film on Sunday, 5th November at 3:30 pm.
Kosher afternoon tea provided.
Venue: Temple Shalom Hall, 25 via Roma, Isle of Capri, Gold Coast. Cost $15 pp.
Pay at the door or book at: chevrakadishagoldcoast@gmail.com
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Monday-Friday, 15th-19th January, 2018. Book early while there is space
available. Please ring our office on 5570 1851 or Rabbi Gurevitch on
0419 392 818 or email: gchc@westnet.com.au
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Camp Gan Izzy - summer 2018
Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation fun filled camp!!!
Dear Parents,
We extend to you a very warm invitation to have your child/ren join our summer Day
Camp for a unique & enriching experience.
Camp Gan Izzy is providing the Gold Coast Jewish Community a fun and thrilling
experience with stimulating days filled with joy and excitement. In camp Gan Izzy the
mood is relaxed, the spirit is friendly, the staff devoted, the attention is personal and
the activities are exciting.
Facts & Figures
Who:
All Jewish Children age 5-13
When: Monday-Friday, 15th-19th January, 2018. Book early while there is space
available.
Time:
9:00am - 3:00pm.
Where: Surfers Paradise State School - 42 St Andrews Ave, Isle Of Capri, Surfers
Paradise.
Cost:
$180.00 early bird special if paid by 22 December. $210.00 if paid after the
22 Dec. Fee includes all excursion. 10% discount for second and subsequent child.
By popular demand: LUNCH WILL BE PROVIDED
More Information: Please ring our office on 5570 1851 or Rabbi Gurevitch on 0419
392 818 or email: gchc@westnet.com.au
Please fill in the forms attached and send it back to our office: PO Box 133, Surfers
Paradise. 4217,
Wishing you a happy and healthy holiday,
Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation
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Inspiration The Holocaust Survivor and the SS Guard
Judy Meisel is one of the last people alive who can
help finger a former SS guard who tormented her at
the Stuttof concentration camp.
by Judy Gruen
Judy Meisel, an 88-year-old Holocaust survivor, is one of
the last people alive who can help finger a former SS
guard, still never indicted for his crimes, who tormented
her during her internment in the Stuttof concentration
camp, near what is now the city of Gdansk. Two German
law enforcement agents recently traveled to Minneapolis
to interview Mesiel to see if she could categorically
identify him through photos taken more than 70 years
ago. For four hours, Meisel described the cruelties of the
camp guards, the horrors she witnessed and the
conditions in which she survived.

Half-starved, Judith escaped and returned to her sister
Rachel in the barracks. The sisters miraculously survived,
despite typhus and starvation, managing to escape from
a death march, crawling across the frozen Vistula River
to evade the Nazis, and finally taking shelter in a Catholic
convent. The nuns treated them well but expected them
to convert to Catholicism.

Born in a small Lithuanian shtetl called Josvane in 1929,
Meisel’s life, already strained by poverty, turned into a
nightmare when the Nazis jackbooted into town in 1941
and kicked the family out of their home. Meisel’s father
had already died from a heart attack, but she, her
mother, brother and sister were taken to the Kovno
ghetto, where they languished for three years. Two
months before the Soviets liberated the ghetto, Meisel's
brother was sent to Dachau. The women were sent to
Stuttof.

“I thought we were the only Jews still alive,” Meisel
recalled of her time in the convent, “but I told my sister,
‘We cannot do this. We will not become Catholic and run
away with the nuns.’ I wanted to be Jewish more than
anything else to show Hitler that he didn't kill all of us."
The sisters maintained their pretense of being Catholic
while working at a German Wehrmacht station, and they
were eventually liberated physically and emotionally in
Denmark, where Judith arrived at age 16 weighing only
47 pounds, almost deathly ill from typhus.

Commandant’s house at Stutthof

Judy and her sister Rachel in Denmark

On November 21,1944, Judy and her mother, Mina
Becker, were holding hands as they walked toward the
gas chambers, awaiting their certain deaths. A drunken
guard suddenly shouted at Judy at the entryway, startling
her, and her mother shouted, “Run, Judith, run!”

During Meisel’s recent interview with the German
investigators, she was shown a picture of the guard and
asked, “Do you recognize this man?” Her son,
Minneapolis attorney Michael R. Cohen, was with his
mother during this interview and saw her face turn
white.

Stutthof gas chamber
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The Holocaust Survivor and the SS Guard
“Meydele! That is Meydele!” she exclaimed, using the
Yiddish word for little girl. “My mother called him that
name because of his girlish features. He was the one who
watched us get undressed every morning.”
Cohen was shocked when his mother continued to look
at the photo and then say to her interviewers, “Look at
how young he was. Let me ask you a question: What
would you do if you were me?”
Judy’s mother, Mina, (circa 1938) who was murdered in
Stutthof gas chamber

“Mrs. Baker, I am a Holocaust survivor,” she said. “What
can I do for you?”

Judy and her brother Abe who survived Dachau reuniting
in Toronto 1950
“My mother’s capacity for forgiveness and fairness took
over, even in the face of her worst nightmares,” Cohen
wrote in an essay that appeared in the Philadelphia
Inquirer. If an indictment is issued, German law will allow
Meisel to participate as a co-plaintiff against him.
As Cohen wrote about this case, “For my mother and our
family, this is not a matter of revenge or of seeking the
imprisonment of a 91-year-old man. We welcome the
opportunity to tell her story and the important lessons it
imparts about the need to never remain silent in the face
of bigotry, prejudice, hatred, and intolerance.”
As a survivor, Judy Meisel raised her family with a strong
Jewish identity and a passion for fighting on behalf of any
people facing oppression. In the early 1960’s, when she
saw news reports of a black family whose home was
violently attacked for having moved into a white
neighborhood, Meisel drove to their area with homebaked cookies and rang the doorbell.

Meisel helped organize the Philadelphia contingent that
traveled to the March on Washington to hear Martin
Luther King, Jr. deliver his famous “I Have a Dream”
speech on Aug. 28, 1963. She also had dinner with him
and Raymond Pace Alexander , the first black judge
appointed to the Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas.
Dr. King explained the laws of kashruth to the host on
Judy’s behalf.
While living in Santa Barbara, California for more than 40
years, Meisel regularly invited non-Jews to her home for
Shabbat so they could understand what Jews do and
how they practice their faith. “We need to learn to live
with the goyim. That word means ‘nations’ and is not
derogatory,” she said.
After the war, she said that she never questioned why
God had done this to her and to others. “I asked instead,
‘What can I do for you?’ He wants we should be a
mensch and should appreciate each other. We know
after we finish reading the Hagaddah that we were
strangers in Egypt. I go with that motto.”
Despite her unimaginably painful memories, Meisel has
also spoken hundreds of times to audiences of college
and high school students, as well as synagogues and
churches about the Holocaust. But she did not focus
exclusively or even primarily on the horrors of those
days.
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Article of intrest
Jews and Beer: 8 Surprising Facts
For centuries Jews have been vital in the production
and marketing of beer. by Dr. Yvette Alt Miller

Recent photo of Judy with grandson Ben and great
granddaughter Mira
“They need to hear what happened to me, but I also talk
about the importance about being Jewish, about the
Talmud, how it gives us resiliency. The most important
day in my life is Shabbas. It has kept the Jews, and I don't
think I would be alive if not for Shabbas. We should be so
proud of who we are as Jews. The most important thing
is to know who we are.”
Meisel returned to Lithuania as well as Stutthof and
Denmark. These visits formed the basis of a riveting
documentary titled “Tak for Alt,” “Thanks for
Everything,” a reference to what the Danish people did
for both Judy and her sister Rachel, nursing them back to
health, absorbing them into their own families. During
their time in Denmark, the sisters received the joyous
news that their brother had also survived and was living
in Toronto. At one point in the film, Meisel is seen
holding her first grandson, Aaron, weeping with
happiness.

Here are 8 surprising facts about Jews and this history of
this popular drink.
Ancient Origins
Beer-making dates to ancient times. Egyptian tombs
depict pictures of beer brewing; Hammurabi’s Code, from
18th century BCE Mesopotamia, mentions beer; the
ancient Greeks learned how to brew beer from Egyptians
and brought this knowledge to Europe.

“When I held him I thought of all the children who did
not survive, and of the 146 members from my extended
family who perished. We had all promised one another
that if we survived we would tell the story.”

Ancient Israel, in contrast, favored wine over beer. But
after the destruction of the ancient Temple in Jerusalem
in 586 BCE, Jews were exiled to nearby Babylonia and
adopted the Babylonian taste for beer. The Talmud
records four different types of beer, brewed from barley,
dates, figs and beer (Pesachim 107a). The modern usage
of hops, a plant related to mulberries, in beer is also
mentioned in the Talmud, which notes hops’ medicinal
properties of being a preservative and antiseptic (Avodah
Zarah 31b).

When told, as she often is, that she must have
extraordinary resilience, she dismisses it. “I’m a normal
person, flesh and blood. We all decide what we are able
to do. I’m only one person, but one person can do a lot.”

Beer’s popularity with ancient Jews is also evident in the
fact that beer is an acceptable substitute for wine in the
Havdalah ceremony, marking the transition from Shabbat
to the rest of the week.
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Jews and Beer: 8 Surprising Facts
Hops: a Key Beer Ingredient
In the Middle Ages, Germany embraced beer. By law,
Jews were barred from brewing the popular national
drink. That didn’t change until the 1800s, but Jews
became central to the beer industry in another way: by
growing a flower called hops, which is a crucial ingredient
in beer.
By the time the Nazis rose to power in the 1930s, Jews
controlled about 70% of German’s important hops
industry.
Germany’s 1516 “beer purity law” mandated that beer
be made only with hops, barley, yeast and water. Hops
were suddenly in great demand, creating a key business
opportunity. At the time, many Jews were being expelled
from German cities. Resettling in the countryside, Jews
began to grow and trade hops, soon dominating the
industry. By the time the Nazis rose to power in the
1930s, Jews controlled about 70% of German’s important
hops industry.
Ironically, the purity of German beer was noted with a
mark that looked decidedly Jewish; a six-pointed star,
much like (though not related to) the Jewish Star of
David.
Kindly Jewish Innkeepers

Many of the innkeepers who ran these taverns were
Jews who were seen as more sober and responsible than
the general population.
So ubiquitous were these Jewish managers that the
image of a kindly Jewish innkeeper became ingrained in
Polish life. One example is the character of Jankiel the
tavern-keeper, a wise and patriotic Jew created by
Poland’s national poet Adam Mickiewicz in his work
“Pan Tadeusz”.
In the 1800s, Jews found themselves gradually edged
out of the beer and liquor trade in Poland by a series of
anti-Semitic laws, though even then, many Christian
tavern owners would continue to clandestinely employ
Jewish managers, who had so shaped Poland’s beer and
tavern culture through the ages.
Imbibing in Colonial America
Ale in Colonial America was a popular drink, often
brewed at home for family consumption. At a time when
water supplies were often contaminated, beer provided
a relatively safe alternative to drink. Unlike modern
beers, some of these beers were less alcoholic, making
them more suitable to drink regularly.
It seems that Jews in Colonial times partook of beer, as
well. In his 2004 book “The Jews in Colonial America”,
author Oscar Reiss provides the example of the
household of Judah Hay, a middle class Jew in New York
City, who once lived with his family in a home rented
from Founding Father John Jay.
The family recorded monthly spending 1.3 British
pounds on three barrels of beer, more than enough to
drink ale every day if they wished.
Inventing Modern Beer

A 1764 census of Polish Jews found that approximately
80% of Jews living in villages worked in the alcohol trade,
distilling and selling wine, vodka, liqueurs and beer.
Poland’s vodka and beer industries grew in the 1500s, as
landowners devoted more land to grow the grains
needed for these drinks and set up taverns to sell them
in.

In Germany, Jews were finally allowed to make and sell
beer in 1868, and they quickly revolutionized the
industry, improving beer production in Germany and
beyond. Bernhard Purin, director of Munich’s Jewish
Museum who recently staged an exhibit on “Jewish
Brewery Tales”, notes that “Jews in Germany were
always very successful in times of modernization, and so
they came into the brewing business when there was a
need for modernization”.
Jewish brewers introduced modern manufacturing
methods for beer. One of the pioneers was Jakob von
Hirsch, a Jewish baron, who envisioned a modern beer
factory near Munich.
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Blocked for years by locals who resented his plans, Baron
Hirsch eventually opened Planegg Castle Brewery in
1836, becoming Germany’s very first industrial-scale beer
brewer.
Lowenbrau, one of Germany’s best known beer brands,
was also shaped by the vision of its Jewish chairman,
Moritz Guggenheimer, who was one of the first to realize
the potential of moving freight by rail, and turned what
had previously been a small local brewery into Munich’s
largest beer exporter. By World War II, after merging
with another Jewish-owned beer company, it was
Germany’s largest brewer. (Under the Nazis, the
company was turned over to non-Jewish owners and its
last Jewish chairman was sent to a concentration camp.)
German Jews helped spread their newfound brewing
knowledge outside of Germany. A Jewish amateur
brewer named JC Jacobson travelled to Munich in the
1840s to learn about cutting edge brewing technology.
When he returned to his native Denmark, he founded
Carlsberg Beer, still Denmark’s largest and best known
beer brand.
Jewish Beer Steins
Germany’s
iconic
decorated beer steins,
surprisingly, are a Jewish
invention.
Germans
traditionally drank their
beer
from
plain,
unadorned steins. Starting
in the 1800s, Jewish
entrepreneurs
began
making ornate, decorative
steins. The trend caught
on, and today beautiful
beer
steins
are
a
quintessentially German
art form.
Bringing Beer to America
As waves of German immigrants, including Jews, poured
into America in the 19th Century, they brought their
taste for beer and their know-how in producing top
German-style brews with them. One of the best known
beer labels founded by a German Jewish family was
Rheingold Beer, started by a Jewish immigrant named
Samuel Liebermann in Brooklyn in 1850.

The current explosion of craft-beer brewing in America
has included a high number of Jewish producers making
boutique beers. Some have stressed their Jewish roots:
the Schmaltz Brewery of New York produces beers called
“Messiah”, “Manna” and “Jewbilation”.
Beer in the Promised Land
Israel might not have been known for beer in ancient
times, but today the Jewish state boasts cutting-edge
beer scene, with high quality microbreweries and annual
beer festivals in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv.
The first beer company in modern Israel was a FrenchIsraeli venture known as Palestine Brewery Ltd, opened
in 1934 in the Israeli town of Rishon Le Zion. The
company produced a light lager and a root beer-like
drink called Nesher Malt. In the 1950s, Rishon Le Zioin
became home to another beer company, Cabeer
Breweries, that invented Goldstar, a German-style pale
lager. In 1968, Maccabee started producing a Czech-style
lager that quickly became Israel’s best-selling beer.
Israel’s first licensed microbrewery, Dancing Camel,
made a startling discovery when it started producing
beer in 2006: remains of a 5,000 year old brewery were
discovered near the company’s modern Tel Aviv
brewery. The company embraced Jewish history, even
creating one beer made with date honey and made
according to a 4th Century Jewish recipe, and dozens of
other Israeli breweries followed suit.
Today, Israel is home to about 40 microbreweries. Israeli
brewers have invented gluten-free beer, produced the
world’s first date ale, and have created special beers
that capture the flavors of the Jewish state, such as
pomegranate-flavored beer made for Rosh Hashanah or
beers flavored with etrogs. “We’ve won global awards
for our beer” explains Israeli beer industry expert Avi
Moskowitz.
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Spirituality The Significance of a Rainbow in
Judaism.
By Mendy Kaminker
It is a beautiful and colorful aspect of G‑d’s world, but
it’s also a reminder of tragedy. We are taught not to
stare at it, but we do make a special blessing when it
appears in the sky.
Let’s see what the Torah has to say about the rainbow.

What Blessing Do We Say When Seeing a Rainbow?
When a rainbow appears in the sky, it is considered a sign
that we have sinned, but G‑d has remembered His
covenant. Therefore, when seeing a rainbow, it is
appropriate to thank G‑d for not making another flood.
We thank G‑d by making a special blessing.
The sages of the Talmud disagree about the blessing that
should be said. One opinion is that we should say,
“Blessed are You…who remembers the covenant,” while
another opinion prefers, “Blessed are You…Who is faithful
to His covenant and stands by His word.”

The Covenant

The final decision melds the two opinions into the
following blessing:

As a result of the moral decay of the generation, 1,656
years after the world was created, G‑d flooded the world
and destroyed it. The only survivors of the Flood were
Noah, his family and the animals that were on the ark
with them.

“Blessed are You, G‑d, Ruler of the world, who
remembers the covenant, who is faithful to His covenant,
and who stands by His word.”

After a year, when they were finally able to leave the
ark. Noah built an altar and brought sacrifices to G‑d.
What happened next is recounted in the Torah portion
of Noah:

Since the rainbow is a sign that mankind is sinning, a
generation that never sees a rainbow is on an especially
high level of spirituality and righteous conduct.

G‑d smelled the good smell [of Noah’s sacrifices] and He
said to Himself: I will no longer curse the land because of
man, since man’s inclination is evil from the time of his
youth. I will never again destroy all living things, as I’ve
just done…

The Midrash tells of several generations in which there
were such righteous people that no rainbow was seen in
their lifetimes: the generation of King Chizkiyahu, the era
of the Men of the Great Assembly, the generation of
Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai and the generation of Rabbi
Yehoshua ben Levi.

And G‑d said to Noah and his sons: I will keep my
covenant with you and your descendants…and never
again will a flood destroy all life, and there will not be
another flood destroying the earth….This is the sign I am
making, testifying to the covenant between Me and you
and all living souls, forever:
I have put my rainbow in the clouds, and it will be the
sign of the covenant between Myself and the world.
When I send clouds over the earth, the rainbow will be
seen in the clouds, and I will remember the covenant
between Myself and yourselves and all living souls, and
there will never again be a flood to destroy all life. The
rainbow will be in the clouds and I will see it and
remember the eternal covenant between G‑d and all the
living souls on earth.
After the Flood, the Creator promised that—in spite of
how man might sin—He would never again make a flood
that would destroy the world. He created the rainbow as
a sign, a reminder of this covenant He made with the
world.

A Generation Without a Rainbow

When no rainbow appeared in the heavens, it was the
ultimate sign that there lived a person so righteous that
he was a foundation-stone of the world. The Talmud tells
about a meeting between Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi and
Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai in Gan Eden (Heaven). Rabbi
Shimon asked Rabbi Yehoshua if the rainbow had been
seen in his lifetime. When Rabbi Yehoshua modestly hid
his greatness by saying that it had, Rabbi Shimon said,
“Then you’re not ben Levi!”
Natural Phenomenon or New Creation?
A rainbow is a natural phenomenon with a simple
scientific explanation. Since one can assume that the
mechanics for rainbows came into being during the six
days of creation, the question arises: what exactly
happened after the Flood, when the Creator announced
that the rainbow would be a sign of the covenant that
He’d established with Noah and his sons?
Several explanations have been given.
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Mezuzah Campaign
Protecting Jewish Homes
With Tradition

Nachmanides posits that the rainbow existed long
before the Flood, but after the Flood, the Creator
decided to make it a sign that mankind was sinning.
Rabbi Avraham ibn Ezra and Abarbanel say that, with the
Flood, there were physical changes in the world that
allowed the rainbow to become visible. According to Ibn
Ezra, sunlight became stronger. According to Abarbanel,
the atmosphere became thinner.

~~~~~~~~
The Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation has
embarked on a campaign to reach out to as
many Jewish homes in our community with
the intention of having your Mezuzah
checked or a new one to be placed. Rabbi
Nir Gurevitch has already visited many
homes and is available to visit your home or
business.

The Lubavitcher Rebbe explains in the light of Chassidic
teachings: Even though the Flood brought destruction to
the world, there was also an aspect of it that was a
blessing. The Flood purified the world in the sense that it
gave man the ability to refine the material. The clouds,
which are formed from the mist that rises from the
ground, represent this transformation of the material
into something ethereal. After the Flood, the clouds
were thinner (allowing rainbows to form), symbolizing
the ability for human endeavor to purify the material
world.

The mezuzah is one of the unique divine
commandments for which the Torah states
its reward - long life for oneself and one's
children. Additionally we are assured that a
kosher mezuzah will protect the house and
those living in it wherever they may be.

Kli Yakar has another explanation: He says that the
rainbow was always visible, but in righteous generations,
there was less sin, and the populace was so confident
that nothing would happen to them that they didn’t
bother to look at the rainbow and worry about it being a
harbinger of evil.

For more information please contact our
Shule on 55 701 851 or Rabbi Nir Gurevitch
on 0419 392 818. Please note that our
Shule’s Judaica shop features a wide variety
of beautiful Mezuzah cases to choose from.

The Beauty of the Divine Presence - A rainbow isn’t
only a sign of sinning; it can also signify divine revelation.
The prophet Ezekiel described a vision in which he had
seen the divine presence “like a rainbow in the clouds on
a rainy day, with a corona around it; this was how the
glory of G‑d appeared, and I saw it and fell on my face
and heard a voice speaking….”
Because of this vision, there was a Talmudic sage who
said that when a person sees a rainbow, he should bow
down, prostrating himself in front of G‑d. Others,
however, said it was forbidden to do so because it would
look like one was worshipping the rainbow. However,
since the rainbow represents the beauty of the divine
presence and the glory of the Creator, the Talmud
teaches that it’s not proper to stare at a rainbow.
However, it is permitted to look at a rainbow for the
sake of making the special blessing on it.
A Sign of the Coming of the Messiah - The Zohar says
that before the Messiah comes, an especially bright and
colorful rainbow will appear. May we merit seeing it
soon, and in our lifetimes.
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MARC KLIONSKY, MASTER PORTRAIT
PAINTER, DIES AT 90

Israeli becomes first Jewish racer to win
prestigious Whelen Euro Series
championship BY ANDREW SHERWOOD

BY JTA
His works have been exhibited around the world,
including throughout Europe and in Israel, China, Japan,
Australia and New Zealand.
Marc Klionsky, a Soviet-Jewish émigré to New York who
gained worldwide prominence painting portraits of such
eminent figures as Golda Meir and Elie Wiesel, has died.
Klionsky, who died last month at 90, was the youngest
artist to have his paintings exhibited in the renowned
Tretiakov Gallery in Moscow.
His works have been exhibited around the world,
including throughout Europe and in Israel, China, Japan,
Australia and New Zealand.

Alon Day celebrates his win. Picture: NASCAR Whelen
Euro Series / Stephane Azemard

Along with Meir, the late Israeli prime minister, and
Wiesel, the late Nobel laureate, Klionsky painted
portraits of musicians such as Dizzy Gillespie and B.B.
King, and industry titans such as Armand Hammer,
among many others.

Israeli driver Alon Day claimed an historic piece of
silverware by winning the NASCAR Whelen Euro
Series championship in Belgium.

Klionsky, a Russia native who was the son of a master
printer, trained in Russia’s best art schools and began
working as an artist in his early teens. His family escaped
the Holocaust when his father convinced 200 people
from their neighborhood to travel to Kazan in eastern
Russia, away from the advancing Nazi army.
He later escaped in 1974 with his family from Russia, due
to antisemitism and lack of artistic freedom, first to
Rome and then to New York.
In the forward to a book on Klionsky’s work, Wiesel, for
whom Klionsky sculpted his Nobel Prize medal, wrote: “A
painter on the theme of return or of memory, or both,
Marc Klionsky offers us multiple faces that have haunted
his past and ours. One has only to see them to
understand his journey from Leningrad to Manhattan.
One has only to study them to recall the events which
they incarnate. For Marc Klionsky, the mystery of
endurance as well as transformation is in the human
face.”
Klionsky is survived by his wife of 58 years, Irina; two
daughters; four grandchildren; and a sister.

The 26-year-old, who grew up in Ashdod, ended his
season by winning Saturday’s race in Zolder, before
then settling for fourth place in the final race on
Sunday, knowing that he had already secured the
title simply by completing the first lap.
Becoming the first Israeli – and Jewish racer – to win
the title, Day was a consistent performer throughout
the season, claiming 11 top-five finishes to go with
his four wins, as well as finishing 10 times in the top10.
Winning a first championship for CAAL Racing in its
41-year history, he said: “It’s such an amazing
feeling, we were trying so hard the past three years
to win this title, we won so many races but never the
championship.
“Finishing the season like this is the sweetest thing I
can ask. I am so happy for the CAAL Racing team,
they did a great job all season long. We finally made
it. I have no words right now.”
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It’s not just about visitation.
It’s about friendship.
It’s about community.
The Sunshine Club is a unique volunteer program under the auspices of the Gold
Coast Hebrew Congregation designed to bring cheer and companionship into the
lives of Jewish seniors all throughout the Gold Coast.
Whether for seniors living on their own, in assisted living facilities or convalescent
homes, the Sunshine Club matches up caring friends to be there with and for
seniors - to visit, to assist and to uplift. To share experiences, to spend quality time,
to celebrate special occasions and to create wonderful memories together.

Programs:
•
•
•
•

Weekly Friendship Visits
Book-Reading
Family Connections
Educational Materials

• Recreational Activities
• Arts & Crafts
• Holiday Celebrations
• Cultural Events

If you would like to become a Sunshine Club Volunteer or if you are a senior – or know of a
senior – who can benefit from the Sunshine Club, please call our office on 5570 1851 or
Rabbi Gurevitch on 0419 392 818
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Health & Science
Just Blink: New Device Detects Disease
Through Eye Movement
By NoCamels

“Along with designing the product for purposes of
commercialization, we are working in several directions:
developing the device as a platform for multidisciplinary
research on various topics such as the effect of emotions
on blinking patterns; eyelid communication amongst the
paralyzed; and automatic diagnosis through machine
learning and based on a computerized comparison
between the specific monitoring and an extensive
database,” Hanuka said in a statement.
The team collected blinking speed and frequency
measurements of 100 subjects in order to define eyelid
motion patterns of a healthy person. They analyzed these
eyelid motions using a signal processing algorithm written
by students Tal Berkowitz, Michal Spector, Shir Laufer,
and Naama Pearl.

Now you can find out what’s making you ill in the blink
of an eye.
Researchers at the Technion-Israel Institute of
Technology‘s Viterbi Faculty of Electrical Engineering
have created a method for diagnosing disease through
eyelid motion. The team has developed a device that
identifies diseases – such Parkinson’s and Grave’s – with
an eyelid motion monitor (EMM.)
The device was developed by Technion Professor Levi
Schacter and doctoral student Adi Hanuka, who began
the research as an undergraduate and continued
working on it during graduate studies with the help of a
team of students.

The team then examined blepharospasm dystonia, a
disease that causes involuntary contraction of muscles
that make eyes close. Later it was found that the device
could also diagnose neurological diseases such as
Parkinson’s and autoimmune diseases such as Grave’s,
according to Hanuka. Using the tech to examine Botox
injections, conventional treatment for the blepharospasm
dystonia, the team found that contractions decreased and
blink rates returned to a normal pattern within 15
minutes.
With further study, the researchers say this device can
potentially diagnose neurological diseases such as Thyroid
eye disease, Myasthenia Gravis, third and seventh cranial
nerve palsy, and Ptosis.

The Eyelid Motion Monitor succeeds in detecting full
blink motion. The system can easily extract information
from different types of eye movement, including blink
interval, blink duration, and eye opening and closing
motions.
The device can be installed on standard refraction
glasses used during eye exams at the doctor’s office. A
hardware and software system monitors and interprets
eyelid movements during the test.
While not yet offered to the public, the device has been
used in clinical trials for two years at Haemek Medical
Center in Afula under ophthalmology department head
Dr. Daniel Briscoe.
The device has already won several international awards
and was ranked in the top 20 at the Texas Instruments
Innovation Challenge (TIIC) – Europe Design.

According to the full report recently published in Graefe’s
Archive for Clinical and Experimental Ophthalmology,
eyelid motion and function is imperative to providing
important and beneficial information about ophthalmic,
neurologic, and systemic diseases. While most clinical
tools are often expensive and difficult to operate, Hanuka
hopes the team’s device will be something easily offered
to the public, but also a springboard for more research on
the effect of blinking patterns as means for conveying
emotion.
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Ask The Rabbi Why Is the Olive Branch a Symbol
of Peace?
By Yehuda Shurpin

Now, the Bible is very sparing in its words. The
verse could have sufficed with informing us that
the dove returned with leaves, without specifying
the species. What is the deeper significance of the
olive branch, and why do we need to know that
the dove held it in her mouth?
Bitter Is Better- Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki (the
foremost biblical commentator, known as Rashi,
1040-1105) quotes the following teaching of the
Talmud: “The dove said, ‘Better, let my food be as
bitter as an olive from the hands of G‑d and not as
sweet as honey from the hands of flesh and
blood.’”

As the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem M.
Schneerson, of righteous memory, explains, the
olive branch teaches us that rather than placing
our trust in the promises of peace from man, we
The Olive Branch in the Bible
should place our trust in G‑d. Even if in the
moment, it may seem a bit “bitter,” ultimately, it is
Long before the ancient Greeks used the olive this promise and covenant that will prevail.
branch as a symbol of peace and victory, the Bible
recorded that the dove brought an olive branch to
the ark as a message that the Great Flood had
ended. Here’s what happened:
Following the Great Flood, Noah dispatched birds
from the ark to see if the water had receded. First
he sent a raven, but it found no place to rest and
came back to the ark. Then he sent a dove, but
the bird returned as well. Then, on the 301st day
of the Great Flood, Noah sent the dove yet again.
The dove stayed away all day, and then “the dove
came in to him in the evening, and, lo, in her
mouth was an olive leaf plucked off; and Noah
knew that the waters were abated from off the
earth.”
Why an olive?
Olives Are Hardy
Some explain that olive trees are very hardy and
therefore able to withstand extreme conditions.
Although the foliage was unable to survive the
flood, the olive tree itself did. Thus, the dove
bringing back the olive branch indicated that the
flood waters had receded enough for leaves to
start growing again.

Thus, the true symbolism of the olive branch
differs greatly from the conventional idea that it
symbolizes a “peaceful new world.” (In fact,
although the olive branch as a symbol of peace
seems to originate from the Bible, it was
historically never used by the Jews as such.)
This lesson was particularly pertinent after the
Great Flood, an era when people set out to rebuild
civilization based on mutual cooperation, but
ultimately rebelled against G‑d by building the
Tower of Babel and were dispersed throughout the
lands. So too in our day, when we work together
to promote peace, we must not do so on account
of our trust in mankind over G‑d. Placing our trust
in G‑d, rather than man, will usher in the era of
true peace with the coming of Moshiach—may it
be speedily in our days!
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Personal Development:
Growing Each Day
By Rabbi Dr. Abraham Twerski

Misheberch - Prayer for the sick
Jewish tradition ordains that whenever the Torah is read we
are granted a special and uniquely opportune moment to
invoke blessing for those in need of divine intervention. From
time immemorial it has therefore been the custom to recite a
"Mi Sheberach" (prayer for the sick) on behalf of people who
are ill. We pray for the people below, and wish them a
speedy recovery:
Man
Yehuda Avraham Ben Beila Chaya
Michael Ben Baila Chaya
Daniel Ha'Levi Ben Rochel
Shlomo Ben Dahlia
Adam Gideon Ben Leah
Michael Ben Mina
Mordechai Ha'Levi Ben Rochel
Yishai Ben Sara
Tom Ben Miriam
Chaim Ha’Levi Ben Miriam
Shimon Dovid Ben Sara
Tzvi Avigdor Ben Chaya Shaindl
Shmuel Ben Sara
Philip Ben Faygelle
Yehushua Ben Leah
Yochu Ben Binner
Chanan Halevi Ben Tatyana
Yaakov Haleyvi Ben Brurya
Dovid haleyvi Ben Penina
Zalman Chaim Ben Devorah
Gary Ben Minnie
John Ben Olive
Favdu Ben Gitel
Noach Ben Nechama
Yehuda Ben Tova Gittel
Simcha zelig Ben Pesya
Women
Rivka Bat Adele
Tziyona Bat Chana
Peryla Bat Chana
Rivka Bat Sara
Faygelle Bat Chana
Tatyana Bat Fayna
Tirtza Bat Tikvah
Shoshana Bat Batsheva
Rochel Bat Rivkah
Miriam Bat Sara
Sara Rochel Bat Rivkah
Leyla Bat Sara
Libbi Bat Naomi

I have set G-d always before me (Psalms
16:8).
Late one night, Rabbi Naftali of Ropschitz took a
walk in the outskirts of town, where he met a night
watchman and struck up a conversation with him.
The watchman assumed that Rabbi Naftali was also
a guard and, not recognizing him as one of the
regular group, asked him, "For whom are you on
duty?"
Rabbi Naftali was taken aback. He realized that
while he was engaged in light conversation, his
thoughts had momentarily deviated from the
awareness of the presence of God and the need to
concentrate always on serving Him. In the
watchman's question "For whom are you on
duty?", the Rabbi detected a reminder that he
should get back on track. Tzaddikim consider
themselves constantly duty bound, like a sentry
charged with protecting the lives of comrades.
Even a brief lapse of alertness constitutes gross
negligence.
Many people think that God is served only during
prayer and Torah study, or while performing
mitzvos. The very first paragraph of the Shulchan
Aruch contains the verse cited above and explains
that a person's behavior should be regulated by the
awareness that one is always in God's presence and
under Divine vigilance. Such constant awareness
will assure that every action, great or small, will
conform to the Divine will.
Today I shall...
try to maintain a constant awareness that I am in
the presence of God, and that I may not, at any
time, do something that would displease Him.
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Family 4 Simple Phrases to Help Teach
Kids to be Respectful

It’s even better if we give children an opportunity to
translate what they are saying, in essence teaching them
how to express their anger, frustration and
disappointment in a more emotionally intelligent,
diplomatic manner.
Here are 4 phrases that can help us do that:

by Adina Soclof
1.
Children get mouthy because they haven’t learned how
to handle the overwhelming feelings of anger,
disappointment, and frustration.
Children are usually disrespectful because they are angry,
disappointed and frustrated. When they’re not able to
get what they want or do what they want to do, they
often resort to:

“You sound upset and angry…”

Responding to a child’s back talk with empathy is
probably the most effective tactic you can use. You have
now just given them the vocabulary words they need to
tell you how they feel. It can calm kids down pretty
quickly so that they can think straight. It is also an
invitation to start a conversation as to what is really
bothering them.
2. “What you really wanted to say but couldn’t was...”

You’re not the boss of me!
We have the stupidest family ever!
You never let me do anything!
Children haven’t learned how to handle the
overwhelming feelings of anger, disappointment, and
frustration. So they get mouthy. They say things they
don’t mean. They haven’t learned the art of diplomacy.
So when they say, “You’re not the boss of me!”
They mean: “I am in the middle of a great game and I
don’t want to go to sleep. Can I have 5 more minutes?”
When they say, “We have the stupidest family ever!”
They mean: “I am really jealous of Sara. She just went to
Disneyworld with her family and she is bragging about it
all the time. I really want to go too!”

Tamar Chansky, author of Freeing Your Child from
Negative Thinking, says that this is her favorite phrase
because it is a lighthearted way to teach respectful
language. It gives children a script and a second chance.
For example, when your child says, “You got only vanilla
ice cream, not chocolate! I wanted chocolate! You never
buy me anything I want!” You say, “What you really
wanted to say but couldn’t was ‘Mom, thank you so
much for doing the grocery shopping every week and
feeding the family. You usually buy me the treats that I
like and make me my favorite foods. I am disappointed
about the ice cream; chocolate is my favorite. Please can
you get it for me next time?”
3. “Listen I know you're upset, but can you say that
respectfully…”

When they say, “You never let me do anything!”
They mean: “How am I going to save face in front of my
friends? I have to tell them that I can’t go with them to
the coolest party of the year.”

Empathy and a gentle reminder to be respectful can
work wonders with kids who are a little more savvy and
have been taught how to be respectful and voice their
concerns in a reasonable manner.

If they just told us what they really meant, if they
expressed their anger, frustration and disappointment
respectfully, we would feel more compassion. Don’t
worry, this doesn’t mean we need to rescind our rules
and our decision. However, it certainly would help us
refrain from our usual angry response which usually only
exacerbates the issue and causes more fighting.

4. “I know you know how to speak respectfully…can you
try saying that again?”

To encourage children to tell us what they really mean
and help them express their rough feelings we need to
act in a way that is counterintuitive. We need to underreact and meet the disrespect with calm.

Respectful behavior is one of the most important people
skills that we need to teach children. These 4 phrases
can help you do just that.

Similar to number 3, it is also a gentle admonishment. In
essence you are really saying, “You are being completely
disrespectful but I know you can turn this behavior
around.”
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Story The Rabbi Who Cried Over Spilled Ink
By Blumah Wineberg

It was the custom of Rabbi Menachem Mendel of
Liska (father of the tzadik Reb Naftali of Ropshitz) to
sign his letters with his name and follow it with the
epithet ohev Yisrael (“lover of Israel”).
Once it happened that when he was about to sign
his name and write the words ohev Yisrael, the pen
fell from his hand. He picked it up, and again began
to sign the letter, when another mishap occurred
and once again he was unable to sign. The tzadik
understood that he was being prevented from
signing. He began to cry profusely.

However, the tzadik did not pay any attention to this
at all. He greeted the man pleasantly, asking
forgiveness for the shameful way he had been
treated that morning. He accorded the visitor great
respect, and asked that food and drink be placed
before him. When the man saw how much the
tzadik loved him and how he treated him so warmly
and respectfully, thoughts of teshuvah entered his
“Just one good habit I have acquired, with which I heart, and he regretted his previous actions.
pride myself, the mitzvah of loving my fellow Jews,”
he sobbed, “and also this is taken from me.”
When the man left, the tzadik saw that the people
around him were wondering why he spent so much
He reflected on his actions of the day, wondering if time and acted so nicely to someone so coarse and
perhaps he had embarrassed someone, but he could full of sins.
not think of anything that had been untoward. He
called his family together and asked them if perhaps The tzadik said to them: “The Prophet Isaiah
they had embarrassed someone or hurt someone’s prophesied about the days of Moshiach, saying:
feelings. It then became clear that indeed that was ‘And they shall bring all your brethren from all the
the case. In the morning, a simple, uncouth nations a gift to G‑d.’
individual, dressed in the attire of ignorant and
coarse individuals, came to the home of the tzadik The question can be asked: Who are the Jews who
and wanted to go into the tzadik’s room. The family will wait till the non-Jews bring them to Moshiach as
pushed him off and did not allow him to enter. So he a gift? The chassidim, when they will hear that
left, disgruntled.
Moshiach is here, will surely run towards him; and
those who are not chassidim may not be running,
Immediately, the righteous man told his assistant to but they will nevertheless be walking, and surely
search for the man and bring him to the tzadik’s they, too, will not wait for the non-Jews to bring
home. The aide went from home to home and from them to Moshiach. So, the verse is speaking about
inn to inn, but he did not find him anywhere. Finally, those who have sinned and are immersed in the
someone told him that he saw such a person go into opposite of holiness. Thus, the verse says, that when
an inappropriate place.
the non-Jews will hear that Moshiach has come,
they will search and find those Jews and bring them
The rabbi’s assistant went there and found the man. to Jerusalem as a gift to G‑d.
He said to him that the tzadik asked to see him
because he wanted to speak to him. The man “And it is such a ‘gift to G‑d’ which I embarrassed
refused to go. The aide then took him by the arm today, for which I am so sorry. And now that this
and brought him to the tzadik, telling the tzadik ‘gift’ returned and came to me, shall I not shower
where he had been found.
him with love?”
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Six Jewish Strategies for Spiritual Growth By Sara Debbie Gutfreund.
A daily regimen for building your spiritual muscles. 1. Make gratitude a habit. By praying three times a day
you start your day saying thank You, you stop in the middle of the afternoon to recognize the Source of our
blessings, and you think about all your gifts before going to sleep. 2. Elevate the physical world. Through
Jewish practice you channel the material for a higher purpose. Blessings over food transform eating into a
spiritual act. You sanctify Shabbat by making kiddush over wine. 3. Be kind to others. Give others the
benefit of doubt and don’t judge them for their weaknesses. Practice daily kindness even if you don’t feel
like it. 4. Count each day. Every day has a purpose, whether you’re working or on vacation. Know your goals
and make each day count. 5. Pick yourself up often. King Solomon said, “A righteous person falls seven
times and gets up.” Don't let the fear of failure get in the way. Keep trying; the effort itself is significant. 6.
Prioritize rest. Muscles don't grow during a workout; they grow at rest during recovery time. Souls also
need recovery time. Shabbat gives our souls the chance to strengthen and grow by granting us this precious
"recovery" time each week.
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Form of Bequest
When Making a Will
I ______________________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Give and bequeath to the Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation Inc. of 34
Hamilton Avenue Surfers Paradise Queensland (P.O. Box 133 Surfers
Paradise, 4217 ) the sum of $_______________________Free from all duties,
to be applied to the general purposes of the Congregation and I declare
that a receipt therefore signed by the President or Treasurer for the
time being of the Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation Inc. shall be full and
sufficient discharge for this bequest.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Why should I remember the Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation in my
will?
You care deeply about Jewish continuity on the Gold Coast and want
to see Judaism flourish in our community. The Gold Coast Hebrew
Congregation is serving our local community today and will continue
to serve generations into the future.
This gift can, in some circumstances, be greater than anything you
could donate during a lifetime. Thank you in advance for this
generous contribution.
For more information contact our office on: 5570 1851 Fax 5538 6712
Email: gchc@westnet.com.au | WEBSITE: www.goldcoasthc.org.au

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Laughter….The Best Medicine
Longevity in Love
At Moishe Miriam Epstein’s 50th anniversary celebration, Moishe was asked by his kids to talk about the
secret of their longevity.
"Well, we agreed in the beginning that if we ever got into a fight, I would just take my hat and go for a
walk. After a while, I would return and throw my hat through the doorway. If she threw it back, it was
time to take another walk. So in conclusion, I account my longevity to all the exercise I've gotten over the
years!”

Sam’s Final Exam
Sam Goldberg was a student at the University of Oklahoma. He was from Oklahoma City and active in its
small Jewish community so he wanted to stay close to home.
At the end of his first semester he approached one of his profs with a problem.
“I’m sorry sir,” said Sam. “But I won’t be available for the final exam because of a funeral.”
"No problem," the professor told him. "Make it up the following week." That week Sam came and again
he couldn't take the test due to another funeral.
"You'll have to take the test early next week," the professor insisted. "I can't keep postponing it."
"I can take the test next week if no one dies," Sam said.
The professor became suspicious. "How can you have so many people you know pass away in three
weeks?"
"I don't know any of these people," Sam said. "But I'm the person on the chevra kadisha (burial society)."

Dog Gone It
An exhausted Chaim Yankel dragged himself in to his Doctor's office. "Doctor Shpielman, there are dogs all over
my neighborhood. They bark all day and all night, and I can't get a wink of sleep."
"I have good news for you Chaim Yankel," Doctor Shpielman said, rummaging through a drawer full of sample
medications.
"Here are some new sleeping pills that work like a dream. A few of these and your trouble will be over." "Great,"
said Chaim Yankel, "I'll try anything. Let's give it a shot."
A few weeks later Chaim Yankel, looking worse than ever. "Doctor, your plan is no good. I'm more tired than
before!" "I don't understand how that could be," said Dr. Shpielman, shaking her head. "Those are the strongest
pills on the market!"
"That may be true," answered Chaim Yankel wearily, "but I'm still up all night chasing those dogs and when I finally
catch one it's hard getting him to swallow the pill!"
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Chefs Corner
SPINACH PESTO, WHOLE WHEAT PASTA AND SALMON
This meal is pure brain food with tons of Omega-3’s from
the walnuts and the salmon. Putting spinach in the pesto
will ensure everyone eats it.
Notes: Start by bringing water to a boil for pasta and make
the pesto while pasta is cooking. At the same time prep
veggies and salmon and start cooking them in a separate
pan. This recipe will use half the pesto, reserve the other
half for other recipes, like my Pesto Quinoa Lunch Bowl.
For Vegetarians: add cauliflower in place of salmon.
INGREDIENTS
Pesto (Makes 1 cup)
1 cup fresh or frozen (thawed and moisture squeezed out) baby spinach
½ cup flat leaf parsley leaves
2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil (evoo)
4 garlic cloves
1/4 cup walnuts, toasted (toasted pumpkin seeds for nut allergies)
Juice from ½ lemon
Kosher or sea salt
Freshly cracked black pepper
Salmon
1 tablespoon Extra virgin olive oil (evoo)
1 small onion, sliced
2 zucchini, sliced thinly
1 pound salmon filet, skinned and boned, cut into 2-inch chunks
Juice of 1 lemon
Kosher salt
Freshly cracked black pepper
1 cup halved grape tomatoes
1/2 pound whole wheat pasta, cooked according to package directions
INSTRUCTIONS
Prepare pesto: Pulse spinach, evoo, garlic, walnuts and lemon juice in a food processor or blender until a thick,
coarse paste, if needed add water to help process. Season with salt and pepper. Reserve half of pesto for other
recipes, like my Pesto Quinoa Lunch Bowl. Heat a large sauté pan, lightly coated with evoo, over medium-high
heat. Saute onion until golden and caramelized, about 8 minutes. Add zucchini and continue cooking for another
5 minutes until zucchini is lightly golden brown. Sprinkle with salt and pepper. Add salmon and lemon juice and
continue cooking for another 3-5 minutes until salmon is medium-rare (the salmon will continue to cook while
sitting). Add tomatoes and stir to combine, turn off heat, but continue to mix for 2 more minutes. Toss pasta with
salmon mixture and half of pesto right in the pan or serve everything separate and spoon pesto over top.
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- Our new variety of classes in our new weekly Series Our lessons probe the depth of contemporary Torah thought, with a special focus on
issues surrounding spirituality, the human psyche, love and interpersonal relationships.
Every experience offers meaningful and timely lessons – from the most timeless of texts.
You will walk away surprised, inspired, and knowing more about who we are as Jews, and
who you are as an individual. We invite you to browse through the topics in this
catalogue of classes below and join us for a weekly dose of uplifting Jewish study. If you
find any topics that you think may be of interest to your friends, please encourage them
to come along. Checkout our variety of classes on page 9
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- Sukkot Holiday Activities - The Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation 5778–2017 -
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

YAHRTZEIT OBSERVANCE

WE THANK THE
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR
ALIYA OFFERING

FOR THE MONTH OF
Mar Cheshvan - November

Ivan Movitz
Mr. A. Smolorski
Robert Goldsmith
Frank Goldstein
Sharon Mougrabi
Isaac Zulaikha
Betzael Goldberg
Brian Rubin
Steven Rose
Nathan Simons
Mr. A. Gononlko
Michael Paneth
George Pollak
Jeffrey Morris
Marc Cohen
Andrew Berkhut
David Abeshouse
Mr. B. Lipshitz
Gerald Moses
Norman Lelah
Dror Nadav
Mr. A. Satzman
David Rebibou
Alan Chanesman
Barry Katz
Rabbi Nir Gurevitch
Judah Moses
John Donath
Zelig Berkhut
Mark Spanner
Mark Chaskeil
David Zeimer
Yacov Harkham
Kim Goriss
Zach Franses

15th Cheshvan- 4th November
Sonia Lewis-Mother of Scott Lewis
18th Cheshvan- 7th November
Yehuda Koppel-Brother of Freda
Cheilyk
27th Cheshvan-16th November
Max Pomeranz-Father of Leo
Pomeranz
28th Cheshvan- 17th November
Neville Santer-Husband of Clare
Santer
4th Kislev-22nd November
Menachem Mendel Ben Shmuel –
Father of Zalman Rosenblum
5th Kislev- 23rd November
Louis Gordon- Father of Hymie
Gordon
5th Kislev- 23rd November
Pesia Guralnek-Mother of Leon
Guralnek
7th Kislev- 25th November
Ingrid Hilmer-Mother of Barbara
Stewart-Kann
9th Kislev- 27th November
Lena Bat Avraham-Mother of Alan
Black
10th Kislev-28th November
Oscar Dym-Father of Lorna Donath
10th Kislev- 28th November
Annie Krite-Mother of Ruth Simons

Refuah Sheleyma - speedy recovery
Hymie Gordon
Fae Gordon
Henry Malecki

BIRTHDAYS FOR NOVEMBER
Geoffrey Levitt
Janette Kornhauser
Lorna Donath
Leon Guralnek
Mark Spanner
Stanley Rubens
Ben Slonim
Andrew Berkhut
Moty Grau
John Goldstein
Lynette Moses
Felix Finckenberg
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3rd
8th
15th
17th
17th
19th
18th
21st
22nd
28th
29th
29th

If undeliverable return to:
The Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation
P. O. Box 133
Surfers Paradise 4217
Queensland, Australia
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